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Set dance for 3 couples
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PLAY AABBAB 3 TIMES

lst couple cast off round 2nd couple who set
R. and L. and turn single in top place while 3rd couple fall
back to original place then lst and 3rd couple Pot Hoola at

All up

a double,

bottom. (SEE NOTE)

All up a double 2nd couple (at top) cast off round 3rd couple
who set R. and L. and turn single in top place while lst
couple fall back to bottom place then lst and 2nd couple Pot
Hools at bottom.

TO

Set is now all proper 3rd couple at

top lst couple in middle

and 2nd couple at bottom.
BT

lst couple cross over R.S. and dance clockwise round R.H.
corner (i.e. man down woman up to start) then dance half hey
for 3 starting by passing beween the end couples finishing in
lines of 3 facing up and down with lst man in middle of
bottom line and lst woman in middle of top line.

82

lst couple

cross over R.S. (up and down the set) and dance

clockwise round the R.H. corner (i.e. lst couple turn R. and
dance round corner) then dance half hey with side couples
starting by passing between the side couples finishing in lines
of 3 facing across the set with lst couple in the middle of
lines.

A3

Repeat B1.

B3

Repeat 82.
Repeat whole dance twice more.

NOTE: Pot Hools - a progressive form of Right and Left.
lst corners cross passing R.S. (going well across) and fall back
outside 2nd corners into neighbours' place while, as soon as
lst corners have crossed the 2nd corners cross passing L.S. and
fall back inside lst corners into neighbours' place.
Source Tune Thompson's Compleat Collection Vol. V Dance K.J.S.
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